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Abstract.  
The Antifreeze protein has become a very significant matter in areas such as food, 
pharmacology and medicine. As a result of the evolutionary process, many species, such as 
plants, insects, bacteria and fish, have adapted to cold climate by creating a specific protein 
which accounts for the survival of many species. It took more than 50 years for scientist to 
document the elements such as the structure, molecular weight and mechanism of action.  
Three individuals from the Zoarcidae family were subjected to the thermal hysteresis and the  
immunefluorescence microscopy test to define if the Antifreeze Protein is localised in the 
intestines of Zoarces Viviparus. The investigation was conducted in the Laboratory at Roskilde 
University. From Individual 1, 2 and 3 the bowels were isolated, cut and prepared for the tissue 
test.  A supernatant made form muscle tissues were measured in the Nanolitre osmometer. The 
result section reveals the presence of the AFP in Individual nr 1 and 3 as well as in the 
supernatant form Individual 1.  We believe that the Antifreeze proteins are not only localised in 
the European Eelpout's blood, skin and liver but also in the intestines. However, due to the 
scarcity of time and materials we were unable to prove that we were dealing exactly with type 
III of APF.   
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Abbreviation and synonyms 
European Eelpout – Zoarces Viviparus, Z. Viviparus, E. Eelpout 
AFP(s) – Antifreeze Protein(s)  
AFGP(s) – Antifreeze Glycoprotein(s)   
Intestines – Bowel  
Immiuno Tissue Staining - immunofluorescence microscopy 
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Introduction 
This report is based on some experiments performed to determine whether the intestines of 
Zoarces Viviparus contain the Antifreeze Protein. The investigation took place in Roskilde 
University, under the supervision of Johannes. L Johnsen. European Eelpout had been provided 
earlier and fixated by Johannes L. Johnsen.  For the purpose of our research three individuals 
from the same family were used.  The organs from individual nr 2 and nr 3 had been prepared 
earlier. We performed a section on individual nr 1 to remove the whole part of intestines.  
Many different species, such as, for instance, insects, fish and bacteria, can survive in subzero 
temperatures. These species have developed as a result of evolutional adaptation to low 
temperatures. It is believed that the “secret substance“ which accounts for this phenomenon does 
acts by binding to small ice crystals and thereby preventing the creation of big ice crystals in the 
cells, which inhibits cell damage or even death. (Goodsell, 2010)(Graether et al., 2010) 
At this moment, we know that antifreeze effect is possible owing to a special protein, referred to 
as the Antifreeze Protein (AFP).  After years of investigations, researchers were able to define 
five types of antifreeze glycoproteins, their structure and molecular weight. In the process of our 
analysis of this subject, we discovered that there were some investigations about the mechanism 
of action of all these five types and, even more interestingly, the mechanisms behind ice binding 
were different in all of them. Therefore, until now, nobody could tell exactly where the 
Antifreeze Proteins are localized or how and what activates them.  The history of AFP dates back 
to the 1950s, when Scholander, a scientist from Canada, undertook to explicate how it is possible 
that some fish can live in a temperature which is below the temperature in which their blood 
freezes. He carried out certain experiments and the outcome of these experiments demonstrated 
possible existence of an antifreeze “substance” in their blood. (Osuga and Feeney, 1978) Another 
scientist who pursued the idea of “antifreeze” was Arthur DeVries. In 1960s, he isolated the 
antifreeze proteins, later referred to as AFGPs – antifreeze glycoproteins. His research 
demonstrated that 3 Antarctic fishes did not freeze in water in the temperature of -1.87°C. 
(DeVries et al., 1969) 
Robert Feeney, who collaborated with DeVries, was the scientists who described the protein in 
more details. Over the next decades, the antifreeze protein was the subject of many studies and 
much research. (DeVries et al., 1970)  
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Many scientists have the vision of using AFP in industrial product in the future. These proteins 
may be used in industry, medicine and farming, as well as other fields. They demonstrate the 
ability to prevent ice increase in the process of lowering the temperature below the freezing 
point. (Kritiansen and Zachariassen, 2005)   
Researchers still try to define in which field AFP can be used more. According to Laurie 
Graham’s statement in sciencedaily.com we know that right now scientists are investigating the 
potential use of AFP in organ transplants. (Science daily, 2005)  
European Eelpout 
Our investigation concerns the Viviparous eelpout (Zoarces Viviparus), a predatory fish which 
feeds mostly on polychaetes, molluscs, crustaceans and small fish. It belongs to the Zoarcidae 
family and lives in the marine waters of the Northeast Atlantic. Eelpouts are viviparous and they 
spawn in the summer. What is interesting; the manner of feeding the young is similar to 
mammals as the embryos suckle from the ovarian follicles, ingesting nutrients and gases. This 
manner of feeding is unique among fishes. (Skov et al., 2010) 
To determine whether the intestines of Z. Viviparus contain any antifreeze protein, the 
immunofluorescence microscopy and nanolitre osmometer method were used. To choose a 
proper technique we took our Supervisor’s suggestion and his researches into consideration. The 
following chapters describe in detail AFP and European Eelpout, as well as our method of work 
and its results. 
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The aim of the project 
The aim of this experimental report is to detect the existence of antifreeze proteins in the 
intestines of European Eelpout (Z. Viviparus). 
Antifreeze Protein 
At present, researchers are trying to use Antifrreze Protein in food industry and organ 
transplantation (Kristiansen and Zachariassen, 2005) (Goodsell, 2009). However, how can we 
account for the fact that this type of protein has become such a “hot” topic in the scientific 
environment? Many different species, such as, for instance, fish, insects and bacteria, can survive 
in subzero temperatures (Antson et al., 2001). How is it possible that they do not freeze? This 
question has become one of the most burning questions in the scientific world. More than 50 
years have passed from the first discovery of the antifreeze protein by the physiologist Arthur 
DeVries, and his colleagues. This discovery took place in Art DeVries’s laboratories in Illinois 
and Choy Hew and Garth Fletcher’s laboratories in Newfoundland. As a result of their works, 
the antifreeze proteins were found in Arctic Fish named Antarctic Notothenioids in 1960. 
(Davies et al., 2002) But what actually is the Antifreeze protein?  It is a type of proteins which 
protect living organisms from freezing.  Even more interestingly, AFPs do not change the 
melting point, even if they do change the freezing point of water by a few degrees. Mainly, they 
act as ice-restructuring proteins, which means that they bind to the surface of small ice crystals 
and slow or prevent the growth into larger crystals (Goodsell, 2009). Many experiments and 
research led to the discovery of their structure and function.  In 1980, a scientist named Gary 
Scott stated that Antifreeze proteins can be divided in to 3 types (Davies et al., 2002).  Currently, 
we already know that there are five groups of Antifreeze Proteins: type I, II, III, IV and 
glycoprotein antifreeze. What is more, they differ from each other in terms of molecular weight, 
mechanism of ice binding, structure and occurrence. At Table 1 and Figure 1 we presented the 
main difference between all these types (Davies and Hew, 1990).  
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Glycoprotein 
Antifreeze (AFGP) 
Antifreeze Protein 
type I (AFP I) 
Antifreeze 
Protein type II 
(AFP II) 
Antifreeze 
Protein type III 
(AFP III) 
Antifreeze 
Protein type 
IV (AFP IV) 
Has the biggest 
range of size Mr 
2.5 - 33 K 
The smallest type 
of antifreeze 
protein Mr 3-5 K 
The largest type 
of antifreeze 
protein Mr 14 K 
Is intermediate in 
size  Mr 6 -  7 K 
Mr  12 - 13 K 
AFGP were  made 
up of a repeating  
tripeptide - (Ala-
Ala-Thr) with a 
disaccharide 
attached to the 
threonyl residues, 
Is an alpha-helix 
structure which is 
alanine-rich and 
amphiphilic, 
Content high  
reverse of  turns 
and five 
disulfide 
bridges 
No distinguishing 
features of 
secondary 
structure or amino 
acid composition 
Is an  α-helix 
structure 
which 
contains 108 
amino acids 
and has a high 
(17%) content 
of glutamine, 
Table 1 presents the main differences with regards to the size and amino acid contamination. The information above is 
made on background of Davies and Hew (1990) and Deng et. al (1998). 
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Figure 1 presents four AF(G)P structures. The first graph depicts the glycoprotein antifreeze,  while I, II , III portray the 
types of antifreeze protein respectively. ( Davies and Hew, 1990) 
Our investigation was based on European Eelpout which was provided and recommended by our 
supervisor.  It is well known that Z. Viviparus contains the Antifreeze Protein type III, which has 
been proven in another scientist’s publication and survey. AFP III became our main focus and 
the object of our research. As already mentioned, all types of this protein have some differences 
and, when we approached this subject more thoroughly, we discovered that AFPs type III do not 
contain cysteine or any of their amino acid compositions.  This type was first isolated from 
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Macrozoarces americanus which actually is an Eelpout and belongs to the Zoarcidae familiy. The 
AFP type III was later found in other family members. (Davies and Hew, 1990)  
Scientist still tries to determine the exactly occurrence of AFP in Arctic Fish with many different 
methods, such as, for instance, the nanolitre osmometer, immune tissue sterning, or 
chromatography, but this subject is still uncharted. To determine and find the differences in AFP 
type III, the NMR and x-ray crystallographic methods were used to present the three-dimensional 
structure of type III (Davies et al., 2002) (Antson et al. 2001)   
Antifreeze proteins: the freezing point depression mechanism 
Water, like almost all other substances, has three phases: solid, liquid and gas (Chang, 2008). 
Temperature and pressure of substances determine what phase they are in. The melting point is 
that temperature at which the transition between the solid and liquid phase occur and the process 
itself is termed melting. By evaporation point we mean that temperature were substances 
undergoes the phase transition between liquid and gas by evaporation (Chang, 2008). At all 
temperatures above the absolute zero a part of substances will always be in the gaseous phase. 
This gaseous part of substances will exert a given pressure which is termed the partial pressure or 
vapor pressure and it is only dependent of temperature. When the partial pressure of substances 
exceeds the pressure of its surroundings, the substance will evaporate and the evaporation point 
is reached (Chang, 2008). 
At atmospheric pressure the melting point of pure water is at zero degrees Celsius and the 
evaporation point is at 100 degrees Celsius. However, it is only possible when water is totally 
pure (Ramløv, 2012) which is rarely the case under natural circumstances (Graether et al., 2010). 
When ions are dissolved in a solution they lower the melting point and increasing the 
evaporation point. We define the amount of dissolved ions by the molality, which states how 
many moles of ions that are dissolved in one kg of water. Under universal conditions the melting 
point is depressed by 1.86 degrees Celsius per molal and the evaporation point is elevated by 
0.54 degrees Celsius per molal (Ramløv, 2012). Dissolved ions is said to have a colligative effect 
which changes the point of melting and evaporation. Natural occurring ions usually have some 
small difference from the universal ions by their colligative effect. Those variations comes from 
difference in seize and hydrogen bounding of the natural occurring ions (Ramløv, 2012). 
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Matter is in equilibrium in that phase where it has the smallest Gibbs free energy (Schroeder, 
2000). Furthermore, all systems tend to go spontaneously towards equilibrium and thereby 
minimizing the Gibbs free energy. This is true as long as a system is in a heat and pressure bath 
(Schroeder, 2000). Water will freeze when it is more energetically favorable to be in the ice face 
than in the liquid face. When the temperature of water drops below zero degrees, ice will have a 
lower Gibbs free energy than water, and thereby water tend to freeze at subzero degrees.  
Non-equilibrium phases, preventing ice nucleation and thermal hysteresis 
Water can, for shorter periods of time, exist in a phase which is out of equilibrium. It has been 
shown that purified water under the right conditions can be cooled down to – 40°C without 
freezing (Graether et al., 2010). This is, though, very unlikely to happen in nature because water 
under natural conditions never is so pure. Many animals, plants and fungi has adapted to 
temperatures below zero degrees. Ectothermic organism should adapt freezing tolerance or 
preventing their body fluid from freezing and thereby avoid lethal ice crystallization (Graether et 
al., 2010). A part of the ice protection can be done by increasing the molality, but mainly other 
methods must be taken into use to avoid freezing. In Z. Viviparus, and many other organisms, it 
is done by antifreeze proteins (AFP). 
A minor fraction of liquid water exists at all temperature in smaller ice like aggregates. This is a 
dynamic process and these aggregates are all the time created and destroyed (Graether et al., 
2010). When the temperature is lowered the average size of these aggregates is increased. When 
they have a certain size and thereby temperature, the water will freeze and it has reached its 
freezing point (Graether et al., 2010). Water freezing by itself, is called a homogeneous 
nucleation. Pure water, as previously told, can be cooled much lower than its melting point 
before freezing. This is in an unstable phase. Under natural conditions, though, pollutants will 
collect the water molecules around them, and thereby curse bigger ice like aggregates to 
assemble at higher temperature (Graether et al., 2010). Thereby water only very rarely exists out 
of equilibrium in nature. Under all natural conditions ice has the big pollutant particles, called 
condensation cores, to grow around. Water freezing with the aid of condensation cores is referred 
to as a heterogeneous nucleation (Graether et al., 2010). Ice is much more likely to grow from an 
already formed ice crystal, than from free water molecules. Therefore AFP is constructed in such 
a way that the growth from the ice crystals is prevented.  
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When AFP binds to ice crystals in a solution, they depress the freezing point without affecting 
the melting point.  This is a non-colligative effect and is therefore not linearly proportional to the 
AFP concentration in the solution (Graether et al., 2010).  The ATP prevents ice growth only to a 
certain temperature, where the observer will notice rapid ice growth. This temperature is referred 
to as the hysteresis freezing point. The difference between the melting point and the hysteresis 
freezing point is called the thermal hysteresis (Graether et al., 2010). 
When AFP binds to the ice surface, they are blocking for further ice grow locally around them. 
When the ice continues to grow, it will start to bend and thereby forming small hemispheres 
between the ATPs. This will increase the surface of the ice crystal which, by a not completely 
explained mechanism, prevents further ice growth (Graether et al., 2010). 
Mechanism of ice growth preventing 
It is widely believed that AFP adsorb and binds to the ice surface, and in this way inhibits ice 
growth on that specific spot (Raymond and DeVries, 1977). Thereby the ice is forced to grow in 
hemispheres between the AFPs. This leads to increased surface area which thereby prevents 
further growth. This is called the inhibition theory. When the ice forms a complete hemisphere 
further grow will lead to outgrow of the AFP, a smaller surface of the ice crystal and the anti-
freeze effect stops. This is at the hysteresis freezing point. At present, there are two competing 
theories about how the free energy is increased in the ice crystal (Kristiansen and Zachariassen, 
2005). They both propose an explanation of how the Gibbs free energy is increased for the ice, 
so it still is in energetic equilibrium with its surroundings. 
Energy barrier theory 
When the potential energy of a particle decreases, its Gibbs free energy must increase by similar 
amount. This is also the case for water molecules in a solution. When they come closer to the ice 
surface there potential energy will decrease and thereby there Gibbs free energy will increase. 
Because the surface area has increased, more of the molecules in the near space around the ice 
crystal will have a higher Gibbs free energy, and it will thereby be unfavorable for them to 
solidify into ice. (Kristiansen and Zachariassen, 2005) 
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Pressure-elevation theory 
When the ice starts to bend into hemispheres, the surface tension of the water-ice interface will 
increase. The surface tension will increase while the hemispheres form, until they are complete 
where the surface tension is at its maximum. The surface tension applies the crystal with more 
Gibbs free energy (or a higher pressure) which means that they are at equilibrium with the 
surrounding water. (Kristiansen and Zachariassen, 2005) 
Problematic consequences about the mechanism 
The theories propose that AFP binds irreversible into ice surface and thereby increase the surface 
area. This is, however, inconsistent with real observations. If AFP forces the ice to grow into 
hemispheres, then they must be irreversible bound to the ice surface. All AFP should then, 
sooner or later, bind to ice crystals in a solution, and thereby the concentration of AFP must be 
decreased over time. This is unfortunately not the case and nether has there been observed any 
effect of the total amount of AFP in the solution, only the concentration (Kristiansen and 
Zachariassen, 2005). 
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The Zoarces Viviparus 
The Zoarces Viviparus, also known as Viviparous Blenny and European Eelpout, belongs to the 
family of Zoarcidae, which includes approximately 250 species.  Only two genres, Lycodapus 
and Melanostigma, from this species occur in the mesopelagic zone, the rest are benthos. The 
most common occurrence place in water is at depths up to 40 meters (approx 130 ft.). The 
European Eelpout is mainly characterised by long and narrow body, with greenish colour bones 
and slimy skin, however their colour is variable.  They can grow to a maximum of 52 
centimetres of length and can weight a maximum of 510 grams, as presented in Figure 2  
 
 
Figure 2 presents a European Eelpout individual from the Zoarcidae family. (Stubgaard, 2010) 
 
Zoarces Vivipaurs has a long lifespan, which means that it can reach up to 10 years.  (Pörtner 
and Knust, 2007) This member of the family lives mostly in marine water, where the climate is 
temperate. As depicted in the Figure 3, the main occurrence place is in the waters of the 
Northeast Atlantic, which includes the Baltic, the Barents, the Irish, the North and the White 
Seas. It is possible to find it also in brackish inlets, where the, so called, Somme River meets the 
English Channel. (Yershov, 2008)  
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The European Eelpout has become a very remarkable subject matter for the scientist of 
embryonic development. As mentioned in the introduction, young embryos suck at ovarian 
follicles. This is not common for fish. By exploring this field, researches have had an opportunity 
to observe the life cycle of this fish. At present, we already know that one pregnancy ends with 
the birth of 30- 400 live developed young. Among the Pisces family, Z.Viviparus has the longest 
period of pregnancy, which can take approximately six month. (Skov et al., 2010)  
 E. Eelpout is valuable as an important species for environmental monitoring, which has been 
presented in a number of studies and publications. It is possible thanks to its relatively stationary 
behaviour. By correlate physiological changes it is easy to see any adverse effect on specific 
pollutants or pollution source. (Yershov, 2008)  
As stated earlier, we were working with tree members of E. Eelpout to determine if Antifreeze 
proteins are localized in the intestine.  We analyzed the physiology and histology of Pisces.  The 
Figure 3 presents the common distribution of Zoarces viviparous (Yershov, 2008). 
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Figure 4 shows the anatomy of a fish, where all the organs are depicted. The red arrow points to 
the part of intestines which was cut out from all tree individuals.  
During our survey we took a picture of the procedure of cutting out the intestines. Below we 
present the pictures taken in the Roskilde University Laboratory which show the full image of 
fish bowel (Figure 5)  We also documented a small part of intestines, which was used later to 
perform HE Tissue Staining and Immiuno Tissue Staining (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 5 depicts the whole organ – the intestine, which was cut out during fish section to perform a laboratory 
experiment. 
Figure 4 shows fish anatomy and the localisation of individual organs and body parts. The red arrow indicates the
intestine which was cut out from E. Eelpout.  (www.biographixmedia.com, 2006) 
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Figure 6 shows a small part of Z.Viviparous bowel, which was later use to execute HE and Immune Tissue Staining. 
To understand our result, we had to expand our background knowledge. In order to later on 
recognize different cells and tissues types under the microscope, we gained knowledge regarding 
the histology of fish. We obtained Figure 7 and Figure 8, which presents all necessarily 
information. The result section displays our microscope pictures with cells and tissue description 
according to the figures below taken from (Wysocki, 2007).  
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Figure 7 presents the abundance of different cells and tissues in fish intestine. The muscle membrane contains a smooth 
muscle with one kernel, duodenal crypts – small depressions, enterocytes, which are intestinal absorptive cells and 
reticulate connective tissue.  (Wysocki, 2007) 
 
Figure 8 present microscopic slide of Culter alburnus intestine with histological characteristics.  On figure are placed 
short cut which meanig are describe respectivle: SCE - simple columnar epithelium, MF - , mucosal fold, GC – goblet cell, 
V – vessel, M – muscularis and LTC – loose connective tissue.  (Cao et al., 2011) 
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 Function of cells and tissue placed in intestines.  
Smooth muscle or muscularis – are responsible for moving food through digestive tract. They act 
slowly and independently of the will. Moreover they are resistant to fatigue. (Martini, 2000) 
Duodenal crypts – they are a small depressions which contain stem cells. During the division 
they allow to renewal of the mucous membrane cells. (Slomianka, 2009a) 
Reticulate (connective) tissue – it is a type of connective tissue, which has a network of reticular 
fibers, made mostly of type III collagen, (Slomianka, 2009b) 
Enterocytes – they are intestinal absorptive cells; mainly are responsible for ion, water, sugar, 
peptide, amino acid, lipid, vitamin B12 uptake as well as resorption of unconjugated bile salts 
and secretion of immunoglobulins. (Buccigrossi et al., 2010) 
Goblet cell – are epithelial cells which are responsible for production of mucin. (Croix, 2011) 
Simple columnar epithelium – it is a thick cell, mostly responsible for protection, absorption and 
filtration.  (Histology I, 2012) 
Mucosal fold – it is a layer of the stomach wall. (Slomianka, 2009c) 
Loose connective tissue – belongs to group of connective tissue. Main function is to holds organs 
in correct place and attaches. (Slomianka, 2009b) 
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Materials and method 
AFP has previously been found both in the blood, liver, skin (Fletcher et al., 2001) and there are 
indications on that they also are present in the muscle tissue (Johnsen, 2010) of teleost fishes and 
Z. Viviparus. Logical analyses led us to believe that AFP must be localised in whole fish body to 
protect against freezing and not only in the certain tissue types which has already been invested. 
Previous studies have shown that Z. Viviparus has microscopic ice crystals flowing around in it 
serum.  If some cells, with a molality which allow freezing at cold water temperatures, not were 
protected by AFP, it could lead to lethal consequences if they come into contact with the ice in 
the serum. It is highly probable that all fish cells are in contact with the serum, and it is therefore 
remarkable that AFP was not (according to our present knowledge) found in other tissues of Z. 
Viviparous. Methods used by (Johnsen, 2010), demonstrates possibilities to detect AFP in 
different tissue types by using immunofluorescence microscopy. The results of his technique 
make it a good method for us to use. 
Our pilot study showed that we get the best results when we were investigating the bowel. This 
has made us focussing only on the bowel, even though many other organs and tissue types in Z. 
Viviparus has not yet been investigated.  
In our research we had three individuals of Z. Viviparus available. They were caught in the local 
Danish seas at the end of March after a cold winter with many days with frost. Tissue samples 
were taken from the individual 1 before all three individuals were put into FineFix. The 
individuals number 2 and 3 were cut up by our supervisor just after the euthanizing, whereas 
individual number 1 only got a slice in its ventral side which exposed its internal organs. 
Individual number 1 was cut up on the day of the experiment. According to our observation and 
our results, we do not believe it has made any difference for the further preparation of the tissue. 
The tissue sample of individual number 1 was used to detect antifreeze effect in the body fluid. 
The samples were homogenized and spun down priory to freezing. After thawing, it was spun 
down again and kept on ice to prevent protease activity. It was diluted with milli-Q water and the 
thermal hysteresis was measured on a nanolitre osmometer to document the existence of AFP in 
the fish. 
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Immunofluorescence microscopy 
Three slices, each approximately 3 mm broad, was cut from the bowel of each individual just 
after the end of duodenum. They were dehydrated and incubated in paraffin wax. Then they were 
cut into from 5 to 20 µm slices on a microtome and mounted on polysine slides. We divided 
them into three groups which are described respectively. Group 1 contains a few of HE stained 
samples. Samples used as control, which gave us the possibility to detect methodical errors, 
belong to group 2. As for group 3 we prepared samples which were treated bough with primary 
antibodies (spun serum from rabbit anti-AFP) and the fluorescing secondary antibodies (isolated 
from goat anti-rabbit). Under incubation of primary and secondary antibodies, we used BSA as 
blocking agent. 
Nanolitre osmometer 
The muscle tissue sample from individual 1 was spun down by 10,000 G for 5 minutes and the 
supernatant was taken out. The supernatant was diluted to from 10 – 100 % of concentrations for 
each ten 10%. We added the B-oil to the nanolitre osmometer with our homemade disposable 
pipette. Then we added a small droplet of the sample inside the B-oil, with the A-oil filled 
pipette. The thermal hysteresis was measured between the smallest possible crystal and the 
hysteresis freezing point. 
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Result of HE and Immuno Staining Tissue.  
HE Colour Individual 3 without antibodies  
 
Figure 9 present colour vision from microscope. Sample belongs to European Eelpout. On the 
figure there are letters corresponding to different cells and tissue. While M - muscularis, GC - 
goblet cell, BB - brush border and LTC - loose connective tissue  
 
 
 
M 
LTC 
GC 
BB 
Figure 9 HE colour at 40X magnification 
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HE Colour Individual 3 without antibodies  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 present colour vision from microscope. Sample belongs to European Eelpout. On 
graph there are letters corresponding to different cells and tissue. While M – muscularis, GC - 
goblet cell LTC - loose connective tissue, MF- mucosal fold and E- enterocytes.  
 
 
 
 
 
LTC 
M 
 
 GC 
MF E 
Figure 10 HE colour at 40X magnification. 
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HE black and white Individual 3 without antibodies  
 
Figure 11 HE black and white at 5X magnification. 
Figure 11 shows us a bigger overview of how samples looks like under microscope. Still we are 
able to recognize a smooth muscle tissue (M) as well as intestines crypts (IC) 
 
 
 
 
 
M 
IC  
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HE Monochromatic light Individual 3 without antibodies  
 
Figure 12 HE Monochromatic view at 40X magnification 
Figure 12 present us vision under monochromatic light, where we can see that different cells and 
tissue give glow by them self. By using monochromatic light we are able to compare auto 
fluorescence together with cell fluorescence. By this we know that the small round dots are blood 
vessels, while in the top of figure there are transverse stripes which belong to smooth muscle 
tissue. That method helps us to avoid such a mistake as consider them as AFP.  
Microscope vision from Individual 1  
Sample A - HE stained 
 
Figure 13: HE stained Auto fluorescence, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
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Figure 13 shows a picture of the HE-stained sample viewed in the UV spectra. It is taken in the 
edge of the sample and shows the smooth muscle tissue and loose connective tissue bordering 
the bowel. In the left merged photo it shows that the FITTC and TRICH is smooth fitting 
together with total overlap. The photos are both taken at 40x magnification and have both an 
exposure time on 400 ms. This tells us, that auto fluorescence is equally strong in both FITC and 
TRICH and any difference between them would tell us of binding of our secondary antibodies. 
 
Figure 14: HE stained Auto fluorescence, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
Figure 14 show another close up picture of the HE stained sample and shows the brush border of 
bowel. Both pictures are taken with an exposure time on 500 ms, and show a difference between 
the FITC and the TRITC. There are some parts where only the FICH is glowing. It should be 
noticed that this happens only on the insight of the brush border and disappears when the TRITC 
is magnified, see Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15 merged FITC and TRITC same as Figure 14, but the TRITC is magnified 3 times 
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Sample A - Control sample – without Primary Antibodies  
 
Figure 16: C-1 Unspecific binding, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
In Figure 16 we see a picture of sample C-1 at 40x magnification in the middle of the sample of 
the brush border. It is focused on one of the small folds that later on will show us the 
characteristic glow of stained AFPs. The small unglowing black “holes” could be enterocytes or 
goblet cells. The left picture is fused by the other two, and shows that the FITC and the TRITC is 
overlapping very smooth. The exposure times are 6000 ms for FITC and 15000 for TRICH 
which is a ratio of 1:2.5. This tells us that unspecific binding can lead to an increase in the glow 
of FITC but it still binds homogeneous to all structures in the sample. 
Sample A IV - Contain Primary and Secondary Antibodies  
 
Figure 17 1 A IV, AFP, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification enhanced 2 times 
Figure 17 show a close up photo of the brush border. The photos are enhanced to 200 % of their 
original intensity. The interesting part of this figure is that the fused picture shows some areas in 
the edge which is clearly more green than red. The FITC has an exposure time on 3000 ms and 
the TRITC has an exposure time on 8000 ms. This is different than in Figure 14 where the only 
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green part was on the inside of the structure and it happened when FITC and TRITC had an 
equal exposure times. This could mean that in some of the finer outer part the antibodies binding 
to the AFP has a significant glow compared to the TRITC. 
Sample A - Contain Primary and Secondary Antibodies 
 
Figure 18 1 A V AFP, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification FITC depressed to half and 
TRITC enhanced to 3 times original intensity 
Figure 18 is another example of indications of AFP. The FITC is depressed to half and the 
TRITC is enhanced to 3 times its original intensity. The original exposure time was 2000 ms for 
FITC and 7000 ms for TRITC. The pictures still show certain areas where only FITC is present 
even when the colors have been adjusted so they are better fitting each other. This photo is, like 
Figure 17, indicating that AFP is found in the finer outer structure of the bends. 
Sample C - Contain Primary and Secondary Antibodies 
 
Figure 19 1 C II AFP, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
In Figure 19 we see a strong indication of the presence of AFP. The sample was not very good 
condition so we are uncertain about what tissue it is we are looking at. In the right of the picture 
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one of the characteristic bends are present and the fluffy tissue glowing green is probably some 
loose connective tissue. The exposure time for FITC was 1500 ms and the exposure time for 
TRITC was 7000 ms. When the TRITC is not present even with the ration of 1:4.5 this must 
mean that the FITC is glowing much stronger in the fluffy tissue. This probably arises from our 
antibodies binding to AFPs. 
Microscope vision from Individual 3  
Sample B - HE Stained  
 
Figure 20 3 B HE stained, Auto fluorescence, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
Figure 20 shows the HE stained sample from individual 3 B. Like Figure 13 it shows that FITC 
and TRITC is both covering the same places in the sample. This shows one more time that auto 
fluorescence is equally intense in both the FITC and the TRITC. The exposure time for both 
pictures is 100 ms. 
Sample B - Control sample – without Primary Antibodies  
 
Figure 21 3 B C-1, unspecific binding,  Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
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Figure 21 we see, like in Figure 16, that the unspecific binding is homogeneous over the whole 
sample. The exposure time for FITC is 1000 ms and for TRITC it is 3000, like what we saw in 
Figure 16 a ratio of 1:3. This ratio is obviously how our secondary antibodies bind unspecific. ‘ 
Sample B - Control sample – without Secondary Antibodies  
 
Figure 22 3 B C-2, Auto fluorescence, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
Figure 22 shows another picture of auto fluorescence and maybe the effect of the treatment with 
primary antibodies. The exposure time of FITC is 1000 ms and TRITC is 4000 ms so the ratio is 
a bit bigger this time 1:4. This could be because the TRITC looks a bit overexposed. We do not 
believe that this ratio comes from fluorescence from the primary antibodies because they should 
not fluorescence by itself and they must be bound to AFP is very small concentrations compared 
to other proteins in the sample. The picture shows us that if FITC and TRICH cover smoothly an 
exposure ratio of 1:3 or 1:4 is natural occurring. 
Sample B IV - Contain Primary and Secondary Antibodies 
 
Figure 23, 3 B IV, AFP, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
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The Figure 23 shows us the characteristic gloving edge of AFP in the brush bends. It has the 
same shape as in Figure 17 and Figure 18, and thereby confirms that we are looking at antibodies 
binding to AFP. The exposure time is 1000 to 4000 so the ratio is the same as in Figure 22, but 
the outer area is glowing green which we have not found in any of the controls. 
Sample B VII - Contain Primary and Secondary Antibodies 
 
Figure 24, 3 B VII, AFP, Left FITC and TRITC, middle FITC, right TRITC. 40X magnification 
 Figure 24 shows a very good example on where we believe we have found the AFPs. The green 
FITC is glowing in the edge of the sample, and is not covered by the TRITC. The exposure time 
of the FITC is 1000 ms and for TRITC it is 6000 ms which gives us a ratio of 1:6. We have not 
previously seen any samples which show such a big ratio and still show clear areas where FICH 
is glowing without the interference of TRITC. 
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Results from nanolitre osmometer 
The result from the nanolitre osmometer shows us that there are AFPs in the tissue of at least fish 
number one. According to (Davis and Hew, 1990) the thermal hysteresis of AFP forms a linear 
function of its concentrations at very low levels of AFP and a hyperbolic function at higher 
concentrations. This tells us that our sample from the homogenized tissue does contain AFP but 
that they must be very diluted. This makes it much less probable that our data from the 
microscope show specific binding to AFP instead of unspecific binding to some other proteins. 
(Davies and Hew, 1990)  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dilution 
Therm. 
Hyst 
1,00 0,322 
0,90 0,309 
0,80 0,186 
0,70 0,198 
0,60 0,159 
0,50 0,128 
0,40 0,124 
0,30 0,110 
0,20 0,073 
0,10 0,036 
 
Therm. Hyst
0,000
0,050
0,100
0,150
0,200
0,250
0,300
0,350
0,00 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00 1,20
Therm. Hyst
Figure 25 results from nanolitre osmometer 
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During experiment of nanolitre osmometer we saw on the monitor how ice crystals structure 
changes. After creating the smallest possible crystal we stated to decrease temperature very 
slowly. We observe that a small normal shape crystal were change into structure looking as a 
bipyramid, as is present on figures below. This is a strong indication of fish AFP.  
 
Figure 26 present us how AFP prevents ice crystal growth.  On left side is a structure of ice crystal together with its axis. 
On the right side is shape of full grown AFP inhibits ice crystal. Under normal conditions ice crystals growing through the 
prism plane and with AFP they are growing through basal plane. (Scotter et al. 2006) 
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C 
Figure 27 present changing of Ice crystal growth under nanolitre osmometer. Part C shows us a 
very slow decreasing temperature until reach point called fast growth, while Part A and B present 
how AFP change shape of Ice crystal by binding to his surface. (Asaa and Overgaard, 2007) 
(Graham et al., 2008) 
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Discussion  
The aim of our experiment was to discover whether AFP was present in the tissue of the bowel 
of European Eelpouts. We were using the immunofluorescence microscopy to try to visualize 
AFP in its original tissue compartment. This was supplemented with a measurement of the 
thermal hysteresis with a nanolitre osmometer to make sure that our antibodies in the 
immunofluorescence microscopy had the possibility to bind to AFP, and to rule out some 
unspecific binding. 
Unspecific binding and auto fluorescents as a main method problem.  
In our immunofluorescence microscopy we had two methodical problems which we had to take 
into account: auto fluorescents and unspecific binding. The auto fluorescence is the ability of the 
untreated tissue to glow by itself when it is illuminated with UV light and is a common problem 
when staining with antibodies. In our experiment we tried to address this problem by 
photographing both in the FITC and in the TRITC wavelength. Our secondary antibodies should 
only glow in the FITC wavelength, and the difference in intensity and pattern of overlap should 
be taken into account. Furthermore, we should take the unspecific binding into account when we 
analyses the pictures.  
To rule out technical errors coupled to our experiment, we took pictures of different control 
samples, which was untreated with one or both the antibodies. The samples named C-1 and C-2 
are untreated with the primary antibody and the secondary antibody respectively. Furthermore, 
we also photographed our HE stained samples in the UV light. This means that we can compare 
patterns in the FITC and TRITC light to see what certain errors look like. The C-1 sample will 
reveal what unspecific binding of the secondary antibody looks like. Because the secondary 
cannot bind to its primary target, it will bind to some or none of the other proteins or structures 
which exist in the sample. The C-2 sample will show if our primary antibody is fluorescent itself 
and what that pattern looks like together with the samples with auto fluorescence. This is 
supplemented by the HE stained samples viewed in the FITC and TRITC light. The HE samples 
are not treated with any antibodies and, therefore, demonstrate only the auto fluorescence. 
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Argumentation part which proof that in our cases we are not dealing with auto fluorescents 
and unspecific binding 
Many of our photos show green glowing at edges in FITC, which indicates presence of AFPs. 
This could still be auto fluorescence or unspecific binding, and we need to take these errors into 
account. The auto fluorescence is characterized by a homogenous distribution of FITC and 
TRITC and an 1:1 ratio between the FITC and the TRITC exposure times. Outer area of the 
samples does not only fluorescete in FITC light spectrum, and inner areas which are dominated 
by FITC were covered by TRITC when it was enhanced. In contrast, pictures showing AFP as a 
glow of our antibodies in the FITC spectrum, glows most dominant in the thin edges of the 
bends, and will not be covered when we enhance the TRITC to reasonable levels. 
Unspecific binding, and the effect of applying primary antibodies, does change the ratio of FITC 
to TRITC to about 1:3 in the exposure time. It could happen because BSA binds to the cell 
structure and glow in the FITC wavelength or our antibodies bind unspecific to other proteins. 
This shows up as an enhanced FITC glow, and therefore, a change in the exposure time to 
TRITC when we try to make them equally intensive. The unspecific binding is still homogenous, 
and does not primarily binds to structures where the TRITC wavelength is not present. Again, 
this is in contrast to AFP glowing from the binding of antibodies. Here certain areas of the 
sample glows unproportional in FITC compared to TRITC. This can be used to know the 
difference between unspecific binding and antibody bound AFPs. 
Usefulness of testing of unspecific binding 
In the end of our experimental procedure we were planning to run a western blot to check for 
unspecific binding. Unfortunately, we could not make the machinery work, so in the end we did 
not have the time to find our mistake. A western blot would have told us if we had any unspecific 
binding, and how intensive it would glow compared to the AFP. On the basis of Figure 21 we 
would expect to have some unspecific binding, but our antibodies should still bind much stronger 
to AFPs. Furthermore, we would expect the unspecific binding to be somehow general and not 
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only to one specific protein. This is because our antibodies should bind much stronger to AFP 
than to any other protein in the tissue. 
Used and unused pictures – increasing skills in photographing 
Not all of our samples and pictures taking went equally well. Primary we had a problem with 
paraffin infiltration in the samples, which (Johnsen, 2010) has showed comes by this method. 
This was the case of about half of our samples and they were therefore impossible to slice at the 
microtome. Thereafter some of our samples was so crumpled that it was very difficult to make 
any meaningful pictures from the microscope. Furthermore, it took some practice to be skilled in 
the use of the microscope. This means that later photos of individual 3 are general of a higher 
quality than the pictures taken of individual 1.  On the other hand, this does not necessary means 
that there are more AFP in individual 3 than in individual 1, but more that the adjustment of the 
microscope went better after some practice. 
Pictures presented at the result section is therefore only a minor part of what we planned to show, 
and it turned out that we could not detect any AFP in individual 2.  This could be because of bad 
treatment or that not all European Eelpouts does contain AFP in there bowel. Therefore there 
were no photos of individual 2 in the analysis section. All the photos, both the selected and 
deselected, can be seen on the disc which is placed on the back cover of the report. 
Where did we find the AFP  
Our investigations show some quite clear indications on the presents of AFP. In individual 1 
Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19 show indications of AFP and in individual 3 Figure 23 and 
Figure 24 shows indications of AFP. They all show that AFPs most certain are in the outer cells 
of the intestine crypts of the bowel. This could also mean that AFP is general present in multiple 
cells in the bowel, but our investigation has not been able to detect them. To be able to study this 
in further studies another fluorescenting molecule should be applied to the secondary antibodies, 
so they do not glow in the same wavelengths as the tissue. 
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Thermal hysteresis of individual 1 
Our investigation of the thermal hysteresis showed that individual 1 had AFP in its tissue. It is 
therefore likely to believe that those AFP was also present in the cells of the bowel. This makes 
it very unlikely that the results we got from individual 1 should come from unspecific binding. 
The alikeness of samples from individual 1 and samples from individual 3 makes us believe, that 
part of the samples which glows solely in the FITC wavelength in individual 3 also comes from 
antibodies binding to AFP. 
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Conclusion 
Our results, in general, make us come to the conclusion that AFPs are present in the bowels of 
some individuals of Z. Viviparus. When we take into account the fact that we did not find them 
in fish number 2, we can assume that they are present only in case of some of them. Fish number 
2 did not reveal any sign of AFP, which can be interpreted in various ways. The most logical 
conclusion is that not all fish possess AFP. We are not certain, but we find this unlikely. Another 
explanation can be that there were a small number of successful samples of fish number 2. Due 
to scarcity of its samples, we did not obtain a photo confirming the presence of AFPs. The third 
explanation can be that the fish does contain AFPs, but the target of our primary antibody is so 
specific that natural variance and isoforms made the AFPs undetectable. However, we have 
strong indications of AFPs in the bowels of two out of three fishes. This suggests that AFPs, to 
some extent, exist in all bowels of European Eelpouts in the Danish seas. 
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Appendix 1 
Lab protocol for localization of anti-freeze proteins in the stomach of European eelpout 
(Zoarces Viviparus) by immuno staining microscopy. 
This protocol describes the method used for slicing and visualisation of anti-freeze proteins in 
the bowel of European Eelpout (Z. Viviparus). The guide is split into a section for each step in 
the process. In the beginning of each section there will be printed list of solutions. 
This protocol is developed from a previously lab report and oral instructions from our supervisor 
Johannes Lørup (Lørup, 2011)  
Previously to lab work 
The fish organs was previously taken out from the dead fish and put into FineFix for fixation. 
The organs were stored for approximately 2 months in the fixation-liquid in a refrigerator until 
use. 
Fish slicing and removal of fixation-liquid 
scalp 
scissor 
tweezers 
dissection plate 
Stereo microscope 
9 beakers with 80 % ethanol 
Parafilm 
The fish bowel was taken out of the fixation-liquid and placed on a dissection plate. With a sharp 
scalp the connective tissue was cut, so that the bowel could be stretch into a tube. The bowel was 
then cut into approximately 3 mm slices, broad after duodenum ends.  The cutter should be 
careful to slice and not mush the organ apart. There was taken 3 samples from each individual 
and 3 individuals were treated in the experiment. The samples were named 1a-c, 2a-c and 3a-c 
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where the number indicates the individual and the letter indicate the order of cut, in direction 
started in end of duodenum and ending approx in the middle part of intestine. The slices of 
interest were gently transferred with the tweezers into one marked beaker which contain with 
ethanol. The beakers were covered with parafilm and put on top of a shaker in a fume. 
Dehydration of samples 
2 times 9 beakers with 95 % ethanol 
3 times 9 beakers with pure ethanol 
Tweezer 
Parafilm 
After one hour in the beakers with 80 % ethanol, the samples were gently transferred into the 
marked beakers with 95 % ethanol with the tweezers. Here the samples stayed for another hour 
and were then transferred to the next beakers with 95 % ethanol for an hour more. Finally the 
samples were transferred into one of the beakers with pure ethanol follow by the next two, one 
hour each. All beakers were covered with parafilm and stored on a shaker in the fume. 
Removal of ethanol 
3 times 9 beakers of pure xylene 
Tweezer 
Parafilm 
The samples were gently transferred with the tweezers into a set of beakers with xylene in a 
fume. The beakers were covered with parafilm and placed on a shaker in a fume. The process 
was repeated 3 times with one hour in between. 
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Embedded in paraffin wax 
Seven low and wide disposable aluminium cups 
Aluminium foil 
Paraffin wax 
Two tweezers 
Lab oven 
Paraffin wax was placed in three of the aluminium cups and heated to approximately 60ºC in a 
laboratory oven until they were molten. A tweezer is placed next to the cups so it has the same 
temperature. When the samples had been in the last beaker of xylen for an hour they are ready 
for transferring. Each sample was taken one at a time, first from its beaker of xylene to an 
aluminium cup, and then from the cup into a cup with hot paraffin in the oven. Three samples 
were placed in each cup and every sample was surrounded by an aluminium foil ring marked 
according to the sample. Then the oven was closed. The samples were in the oven for 90 
minutes. In the meantime, another three cups were filled with paraffin wax and melted. After 90 
minutes, the samples were gently transferred with the warm tweezer to the new cups. This was 
done through oven was open and running. The oven was adjusted hold the temperature all night 
and was left undisturbed for approximately 10 hours.   
Day two 
Solidifying of samples in paraffin wax 
9 large embedding molds 
Paraffin wax 
Tweezer 
The embedding molds were filled totally with paraffin wax, marked according to sample number 
and placed in the oven to melt. Now the samples were gently transferred from the cups, into to 
the new embedding molds. This was done one by one and each embedding mold contain one 
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sample. In the meantime the oven was open and running. When all the samples were lying on the 
bottom of embedding mold, then were taken out of the oven and placed directly on a lab table to 
solidify.  
Slicing of samples 
Microtome 
tweezers 
floating bath 
polysine slides coated with hydrophilic substance 
slide staining holder 
Oven set to 40°C 
The following part of the experiment was done separately for each individual. The rest of the 
paraffin blocks were stored in the refrigerator. The individual 1 was sliced on day 2, the 
individual 2 on day 4 and individual 3 was sliced on day 5. 
The solid paraffin blocks containing the sample was taken out of the embedding mold. Then they 
were marked and numbered and one by one mounted on the microtome. The microtome is now 
used to slice the samples into approximately 5, 10 or 20 µm slices according to their quality. The 
slices are transferred with the tweezer to the floating bath set to 45-50°C. Each sample was cut 
into multiple slices. The samples which was good after the further preparation is written in this 
schedule: 
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Fish 1 A Fish 1 B Fish 1 C Fish 2 A Fish 2 B Fish 2 C Fish 3 A Fish 3 B Fish 3 C 
1 A C-2 Broken 1 C Blue 2 A C -1 Broken 
2 C 
Blue 
Broken 3 B HE Brocken 
1 A C -1  1 C II 
2 A C -
2* 
 2 C II  3 B C-1  
1 A 
Blue 
 1 C III 2 A Blue    
3 B C-
2† 
 
1 A IV   2 A IV    3 B IV  
1 A V   2 A V    3 B V  
       3 B VI  
       3 B VII  
*= was accidentally treated like an antibody sample  
†
= was for a short vile treated with antibody, but was quickly flushed with TBS 
The slices from the samples were taken onto a polysine slide each and marked with project 
group, sample number and slide number. Then the slides were mounted in a slide staining holder. 
The holder was put into an oven set to 40°C and dried for at least two hours.  
The slides were treated differently according to their name. The slides marked with “C” are a 
control slide and was not treated with the antibodies of which its name refer to. The slide marked 
“Blue” goes to the HE staining and the slides with a roman letter are treated with both antibodies.  
Removal of paraffin wax and rehydration 
4 slide staining dishes 
Xylen 
100 % ethanol 
95 % ethanil 
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Distilled water 
Timer 
The slide staining dishes were filled with Xylen, 100 % ethanol, 95 % ethanol and distilled water 
respectively. Then the slide staining holder was first put into the xylen-dish for 10 minutes, then 
100 % ethanol for two minutes, then 95 % ethanol for one minute and finally the distilled water 
for one minute.  
Immuno staining 
Steel incubator 
PAP pen 
Filter paper 
Blocking solution 
Primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution 1:50 
Secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution 1:1000 
TBS 
5 % BSA 
Slide staining holder 
8 slide staining dishes 
Small cover glasses 
Citiflour 
The bottom of the steel incubator was filled with water and the slides were placed into it.  The 
water from the sample was removed with a gently touch of the filter paper just next to the sample 
and a small circle was draw with the PAP pen around each sample. 100 µl of blocking solution 
was added per slide and incubated for 30 minutes with the closed lid. The blocking solution was 
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drained by tilting the slide and touching the water surface with the lens paper. Then 100 µl of 
primary antibody was added to each slide and the lid was closed. The samples were put in a 
refrigerator overnight. The following steps were done with two to three slides at a time. 
Four slide staining dishes were filled with 1xTBS and one with 5 % BSA. The slides were 
drained for antibodies with a filter paper. The slides were put into a slide staining holder which 
then was put into the four TBS dishes one by one for five minutes each. Then the holder was 
transferred to the BSA dish for 5 minutes. Then the slides were put back to the steel incubator 
and taken into a dark fume. The marked ring around the samples was filled with 100 µl of 
secondary antibodies, the lid of the steel incubator was put onto of the frame, and the samples 
were incubating for 30 minutes. In the meantime four slide staining dishes were filled with TBS. 
After the half hour the secondary antibodies were removed with a filter paper and the slides were 
put into the slide staining holder. The slide staining holder was put into the slide staining dishes 
with TBS one by one for five minutes each. 
The samples were dried with a filter paper. Then a drop of Citifluor was placed on top of the 
samples and a cover glass was mounted carefully on top of it, in such a way that its ages was 
fitting to the sample glass. Then the samples were put into a dark box and taken to the 
microscope. A one slide was taken at a time, and relevant part were quickly photographed in the 
UV-spectrum and saved on the computer. 
HE staining 
11 slide staining dishes 
Hematoxylin 
Distilled water 
bluing reagent 
80 % ethanol 
Alcoholic eosin 
95 % ethanol 
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100 % ethanol 
Xylene 
The staining dishes was filled with the following substance and put in the same order: 
hematoxylin, distilled water, acidic alcohol, distilled water, bluing reagent, distilled water, 80 % 
ethanol, alcoholic eosin, 95 % ethanol, 100 % ethanol, xylene. The bluing reagent and the eosin 
were in short so were added with a pipette. Then the slides were taken into a slide staining holder 
and were put into the hematoxylin for five minutes. Then one minute in distilled water, one 
minute in bluing reagent, one minute in distilled water, one minute in 80 % ethanol, 30 seconds 
in alcoholic eosin, one minute in 95 % ethanol, two minutes pure ethanol and finally five minutes 
in xylene. Then the slides were taken out from the holder and put on a flat surface to dry for 
around five minutes. 100 µl of Shandon ClearVue was added to each slide and a cover slid was 
mounted on top of the sample sheet. Now the samples are ready to be taken into the microscope. 
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Appendix 2 
Lab instructions for measuring of thermal hysteresis in European Eelpout 
This is the lab guide for measuring the thermal hysteresis with the nanoliter osmometer. It is 
created on the basis of (Graether et al., 2010) and oral instruction from Erlend Kristiansen and 
Johannes Lørup. 
Construction of micro pipette 
A small gas burner is put on a table with the exhausting pointing horizontal. The gas burner is 
light and adjusted so it has a small flame, approximately one centimetre. Now, a 50 µl glass 
capillary is hold with both hands. The middle of the glass capillary is put into the flame and 
heated, while the sides are held in their original position even when the glass get soft. Just at the 
moment when the glass starts to glow red, capillary is taken out of the flame and stretch with 
both hands. Use so much force that the glass capillary gets about 30 centimetres long. Now the 
warm part of the glass capillary gets very thin and long while the unheated part keeps its original 
shape. Most of the time, the thin glass fibre will still have a hole inside and is therefore a micro 
tube. Now, the tube is cut with a diamond cutter in such a way, that a 4-5 centimetre of the thick 
part and about 3 centimetres of the thin part is connected. 
A disposable five-millilitre syringe is ether filled with Cargille A or Cargille B oil from a beaker. 
Make sure that the syringe does not contain any air bubbles. A yellow (0.5 x 25 mm) disposable 
syringe tip is attached to the syringe. The connection between the syringe and the syringe tip is 
sealed tight with varnish. Now some of the oil is pressed out of the syringe, to remove the air in 
the syringe tip. 
The thin end, approximately one centimetre, of the stretched and cut glass tube is now gently 
heated over a lighter flame. The glass tube is heated just so much that the end starts to bend. 
When the end has an angle of 60-80º the glass tube is taken away from the flame. Now the glass 
tube is put with the thick end into a beaker with oil so the capillary forces can suck oil into it and 
thereby minimizing the air in the syringe. Then the glass tube is mounted on the syringe tip. This 
connection is sealed with varnish at the very bottom of the glass tube. Now, again, the oil is 
pressed out of the syringe to remove all air bubbles and to check if the glass tube is blocked. This 
can take some time and require a certain amount of force on the piston so the vanishing should 
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be done well. If it is possible to push oil out of the syringe, the handle is thermal isolated with 
foam. The syringe will be easiest to handle if it stays upside down over the night so the rest of 
the air can travel to the tip of the syringe. Multiple syringes are created at a time with both type 
of oil, to ensure that the experiment can continue even if a syringe is broken. 
Mounting the nanolitre osmometer 
About an hour before start, the air cooler, the dehumidifier and the cooling apparatus for the 
cryostage is turned on. The nanolitre osmometer is ready for operating when the thermometer on 
the cooling apparatus shows less than five degrees Celsius and the moisture is lower than 55 %. 
Now the dry-air injector is turned on, then the sample light, the monitor and at last the 
controlling apparatus is set to “on” and “load”. Through the microscope it is controlled that there 
are a certain amount of thermal silicon cream on the cryostage. If not, more is added, carefully, 
putting attention into that the cream does not get into the thermal control hole. A platinum 
sample holder is taken from its container with a tweezers and is put on top of the hole in the 
cryostage. The microscope is adjusted in such a way, that it only is possible to watch the sample 
holder, and in such a way that it is possible with two eyes to see three dimensional through the 
microscope. Now a syringe with oil B is grabbed by both hands. The last air in the tip is pressed 
out and at small droplet is pressed out of the syringe. Thereafter the syringe is put in front of the 
sample holder so it is possible to see it through the microscope. Looking through the microscope, 
oil is very slowly and with great care filled into the wells. The well is full when the surface of the 
oil gets straight white and stops focusing the light from behind. 
The sample is sucked into at small capillary to form a subsample. A syringe with the A oil is 
emptied for air and is used to suck a small part of the sample up. The syringe should load so 
much that the sample surface is just below the widening out of the glass capillary. Now the 
syringe is grabbed with both hands and taken into the view of the microscope. Now, very 
carefully, while keeping a high force on the piston, the syringe is first pressed against the sample 
holder to get rid of the oil stick to the surface of the tip. Then, immediately after, the tip is put 
into one of the wells and up again. Repeat this procedure for all the wells. If some of the wells do 
not get a sample in it, the procedure can be retried. The wells could eventually be covered with 
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another droplet of oil B to make sure that the sample is submerged. Now cover the sample holder 
with a glass slide. 
Running the nanolitre osmometer 
The microscope is focused with a high magnification on a well with a sample that has a diameter 
which is about a third-part of the wells and is out of contact with the walls. Now the controller is 
turned to a temperature well below the expected melting temperature and the controller is set to 
“deep freeze”. When the sample is completely frozen the controller is set to “run”. Then the 
temperature is slowly increased until that temperature when the sample is completely melted. 
When the last crystal has melted you have reached the melting temperature. Now the temperature 
is set about 0.02 degrees below the melting temperature and the controller is set to “deep freeze”. 
When the sample is completely frozen the controller is set back to “run”. When the temperature 
in the sample is the same as the adjusted one on the controller, a small ice crystal should be back. 
Now increase the temperature very slowly until you have the smallest possible ice crystal. That 
temperature is noted down. Now lower the temperature slowly until the solution freeze very 
rapid. This is the hysteresis freezing point. The difference between the temperature at the 
smallest possible ice crystal and the hysteresis freezing point is the thermal hysteresis. This is 
repeated five times and the mean value is regarded as the thermal hysteresis. 
Cleaning of sample holder 
When the measurements are done, the sample holder is put into a glass with xylene. When all the 
sample holders are used the sample holders are put into two on each other following beakers with 
ion changed water and one with milli-Q water. Then they are flushed with dried nitrogen and put 
back in there container. The container is also filled with dried nitrogen. 
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Appendix 3 
Common components: 
Xylene –Lot# 2ZBB2410V – sigma ALDRICH 
Ethanol 96% - Kemetyl – Batchnr SE10015224 and Pr.nr. 1680643 
37% HCL – Merck 1003171000 
Paraffin wax/Shandon histoplast – Thermo electron corporations 6774066 
Hematoxylin – Shandon Instant 517-28-2 
Eosin/Methylene blue solution – Merck 6300354 
Solutions: 
FineFix working solution: 
- 720 ml ethanol  
- 280 ml FineFix concentrate  
Bluing reagent (0,1% sodium bicarbonate) 
- 1g Sodium hydrogen carbonate ( Merck K23748929 714) 
- 1000 ml distilled water  
Acidic Alcohol  
- 280 ml 96% ethanol  
- 120 ml distilled water  
- 1,2 ml 37% HCL 
10 x TBS (0,5 M Tris Base, 9% NaCl, pH 8,4) 
- 61 g Trizma base- Sigma T1503, Batchnr 088K5447 
- 90 g NaCl – Merck 1064045000, Cas – nr  7647 – 14 – 5 
- 1 l distilled water  
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Blocking solution (5% BSA in TBS)  
- 10 g BSA powder FLUKA 05479 – 2506, Lot nr STBC 4213V 
- 200 ml 1 x TBS  
Primary Antibodies 
Primary antiserum (BioGenes, Product no. 41117, animal no. 20140, RmAFP#1) 
Primary antibodies was diluted by 1:50 or  20 µl serum to 980 µl blocking solution  
Secondary Antibodies  
Secondary antibodies stock (Invitrogen A110770) 
Secondary antibodies was diluted by 1:1000 or 2 µl concentrate to 1.998 ml blocking solution 
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Appendix 4 
 
 
28-05-12 13:39 H:\freeze matlab\data.m 1 of 2
crystal100= [-1.27 -1.237 -1.218 -1.216 -1.255];
freeze100= [-1.595 -1.584 -1.546 -1.541 -1.542];
crystal90=[-1.229 -1.228 -1.241 -1.244 -1.335];
freeze90= [-1.514 -1.568 -1.587 -1.573 -1.579];
crystal80=[-0.925 -0.903 -0.856 -0.807 -0.916];
freeze80=[-1.062 -1.054 -1.056 -1.064 -1.101];
crystal70=[-1.126 -1.142 -1.058 -1.098 -1.053];
freeze70=[-1.266 -1.306 -1.306 -1.294 -1.294];
crystal60=[-0.634 -0.686 -0.701 -0.640 -0.665];
freeze60=[-0.816 -0.827 -0.839 -0.829 -0.810];
crystal50=[-0.700 -0.742 -0.743 -0.771 -0.654];
freeze50=[-0.823 -0.874 -0.873 -0.844 -0.837];
crystal40=[-0.592 -0.481 -0.471 -0.488 -0.502];
freeze40=[-0.645 -0.690 -0.607 -0.605 -0.608];
crystal30=[-0.305 -0.248 -0.255 -0.257 -0.251];
freeze30=[-0.378 -0.382 -0.370 -0.375 -0.359];
crystal20=[-0.180 -0.176 -0.153 -0.167 -0.176];
freeze20=[-0.245 -0.265 -0.235 -0.237 -0.237];
crystal10=[-0.245 -0.225 -0.225 -0.225 -0.201];
freeze10=[-0.278 -0.262 -0.254 -0.255 -0.253];
 
TH100=crystal100-freeze100;
TH90=crystal90-freeze90;
TH80=crystal80-freeze80;
TH70=crystal70-freeze70;
TH60=crystal60-freeze60;
TH50=crystal50-freeze50;
TH40=crystal40-freeze40;
TH30=crystal30-freeze30;
TH20=crystal20-freeze20;
TH10=crystal10-freeze10;
 
THmean100=mean(TH100');
THmean90=mean(TH90');
THmean80=mean(TH80');
THmean70=mean(TH70');
THmean60=mean(TH60');
THmean50=mean(TH50');
THmean40=mean(TH40');
THmean30=mean(TH30');
THmean20=mean(TH20');
THmean10=mean(TH10');
 
Dillutions=[0.1:0.1:1];
THall=[ THmean10 THmean20 THmean30 THmean40 THmean50 THmean60 THmean70 THmean80 
THmean90 THmean100];
 
 
plot(Dillutions,THall, 'b*')
 
Values=polyfit(Dillutions, THall, 1);
 
a=Values(1)
b=Values(2)
hold on
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plot(Dillutions,a*Dillutions+b,'g-')
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a =
 
    0.2944
 
 
b =
 
    0.0027
 
>> 
